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FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Financial Support

If your financial circumstances have changed recently and you are in receipt of any kind of
government funded support, it may be that your child is also entitled to Pupil Premium status.
This would give you access to among other things food parcels, financial assistance with
school trips (whenever such things are possible again!) and other support that the
government puts in place. Please print and complete the form attached and return to school
in order for us to check your family's eligibility.

PURPLE MASH—4K HOME LEARNING
During the last few weeks, 4K have been working on a
Country Project. Children were asked to choose and
research a country. They were asked to provide
information with regards to the history, culture,
geography of their chosen country. Some of the
children made Powerpoint presentations, posters and
art work. Well done 4K, keep up the good work!
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Purple Mash—1P
Home Learning
KEY WORKER CHILDREN
In school, we had a fantastic time
celebrating VE Day!

Home Learning
Tips
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PURPLE MASH—1P HOME LEARNING
1P have been working extremely hard with their home learning, Miss
Pearson is very proud of everyone! The children have done some
amazing writing! They have been reading the story ‘Peter Digs a Den’
by Amy Stretch-Parker. The children have been building their own
dens at home and have written some brilliant instructions on how
they did it. They have also looked at the story ‘Stanley’s Stick’ by
John Hegley. They have found and described their own stick and
created a storyboard for their own stick story, they were fanta-stick!!
In maths this week, the children have been counting in 2’s, 5’s and
10’s and using their reasoning and problem-solving skills to answer
questions! They have also been continuing to practice their phonics
and their reading, Year 1 have been very busy!!
Keep up the good work 1P, you are all doing an amazing job!

HOME LEARNING TIPS
We are mindful of the challenge and pressure that home schooling creates to everyone and
especially those parents working from home. Some tips to support home learning below:
* Create a learning space with your children where they can do some learning - it may help
if you have some pencils and writing pads ready.
* Some children might like a quiet space, other will prefer music or even the TV on in the background. They are all
different.
* Plan a manageable structure to the day which includes lots of breaks and play times. This will be even more
important if you have more than one child.
* Read, read and read absolutely anything and everything - books, online, signs and information. Read together and
then challenge the children with some quiz questions.
* A good start to the day is some form of physical activity.
* Meal times are learning opportunities - get them planning menus, measuring and helping with prep, laying the table
and washing up!
* Reward effort. Being positive and encouraging has the most impact.
* Don't panic if children don't want to do any learning......They will get bored and give in! Stay in control and set them
smaller achievable tasks.
* If you feel yourself getting cross or angry - just walk away.
Our approach is flexible – wellbeing is the most important priority for all of us.
Do what you can and don't worry if you can't!

